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The only coupling dark matter is guaranteed to have with the standard model is through gravity.
Here we propose a concept for direct dark matter detection using only this gravitational coupling,
enabling a new regime of detection. Leveraging dramatic advances in the ability to create, main-
tain, and probe quantum states of massive objects, we suggest that an array of quantum-limited
impulse sensors may be capable of detecting the correlated gravitational force created by a passing
dark matter particle. We present two concrete realizations of this scheme, using either mechanical
resonators or freely-falling masses. With currently available technology, a meter-scale apparatus of
this type could detect any dark matter candidate around the Planck mass or heavier.
Observations of galactic rotation curves [1], gravita-
tional lensing [2], the cosmic microwave background [3],
galaxy cluster collisions [4], and the large scale structure
of our universe [5] are inconsistent with a model of the
universe containing only general relativity and the stan-
dard model of particle physics. Positing the existence
of cold dark matter (DM) successfully explains these di-
verse, independent observations (see [6] for a review).
However, despite decades of dedicated direct-detection
searches, dark matter has yet to be directly detected in
the neighborhood of Earth [7].
Existing approaches to direct detection are insensitive
to DM scattering via gravitational forces. Instead, these
test the additional hypothesis that DM interacts with
visible matter through much stronger non-gravitational
forces, and that dark matter is in a range of relatively
light masses. In this Letter, we propose a new direct de-
tection technique based entirely on DM’s required gravi-
tational interactions, completely independent of any non-
gravitational couplings, opening an entirely new mode of
DM search in an unexplored mass range.
Our proposed strategy is to build a three-dimensional
array of force sensors. Each sensor will in general be
subject to random forces from a variety of backgrounds.
In contrast, a DM particle passing through the array will
exert a small but correlated force on the sensors nearest
its trajectory. Much like tracking a particle in a bubble
chamber, we can then pick out this correlated force signal
along the DM “track” through the array. In particular,
this means that the detector gains complete directional
information.
In technological terms, this scheme leverages dramatic
improvements in continuous quantum-limited sensing of
mechanical systems pioneered by LIGO [8]. The sen-
sitivity of these measurements is limited by noise both
from thermal motion of the detectors as well as quantum-
mechanical limits imposed by the process of measurement
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itself. LIGO uses continuous position sensing to measure
an approximately sinusoidal signal. Here we will be in-
terested in a broadband impulse signal, necessitating a
different measurement scheme using either squeezed light
[9–12] or quantum backaction-evasion [13–17].
To illustrate our approach, we present two possible
concrete realizations. In the first, we study an array of
high-quality mechanical resonators continuously interro-
gated by optical light. This inevitably involves heating
of the detector through its support structure, so we then
turn to a realization involving levitated particles. Turn-
ing the trap off for short durations produces a freely-
falling DM detector, heated only through latent gas pres-
sure. Assuming the use of a quantum noise-evading
measurement protocol, we find that an array of around
a billion micro-to-milligram scale detectors with lattice
spacing in the millimeter to centimeter range could de-
tect any DM candidate with mass heavier than around
mPl ∼ 1019 GeV.
There are many viable models of DM in our win-
dow of detectability. Some examples include nonthermal
GUT-Planck scale WIMPzillas [18–21], GUT-scale ther-
mal coannihilating particles [22], composite “nuclear”
DM with large occupation numbers [23–27], Planckian
interacting DM [28], dark quark nuggets [26, 29–33], or
Planckian relics from evaporated black holes [34, 35].
While there are some recent proposals to detect the non-
gravitational interactions of specific ultraheavy DM can-
didates [36–38], most DM candidates in this mass range
have extremely feeble non-gravitational interactions with
visible matter. A mature realization of our concept
can robustly test all such models without invoking any
such interaction. Furthermore, our concept can also be
adapted to a search for any non-gravitational dark-visible
interactions that yield a long-range potential, indepen-
dent of the DM mass; this aspect will be emphasized in
a separate publication.
We note two previous works looking to detect DM
gravitationally using a single quantum sensor which ap-
peared while this work was in progress [39, 40].
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FIG. 1. Elements of our detection paradigm. Left: Kinematics of the DM-detector scattering event, viewed from above
the scattering plane. Center left: Circuit diagram depicting our backaction-evading velocity measurement. An optical pulse
γ1 interacts with the mechanical detector d twice via (10), with opposite phase and a time delay td, leading to a velocity
measurement. A second pulse γ2 then enables a measurement of the impulse ∆I. Right: Schematics of the detector array, with
suspended pendula used as mechanical resonators on the left and magnetically levitated superconducting spheres as free-falling
particles on the right. In both cases, as the DM passes through the array, it produces a correlated impulse on the detectors
nearest its track.
Detector paradigm.–Our basic problem is the detection
of a passing DM particle via gravity. See figure 1 for
a diagram of the kinematics. Since the force is long-
range, we are interested in the eikonal (“classical”) limit
dominated by the exchange of many virtual gravitons,
i.e. the Newton force FN = GNmχmdrˆ/r
2 between a
detector of mass md and DM particle of mass mχ. A lab
at rest on Earth sees the DM pass by with average “wind
speed” v ≈ 220 km/s. Thus the DM imparts momentum
to the detector on a very short timescale τ . For a fiducial
impact parameter b of approximately a millimeter, we
have τ ≈ b/v ∼ 10−8 s.
The fundamental limitation to force sensing is noise.
The total force incident on the sensor is
Fin(t) = Fsig(t) + Fth(t) + Fmeas(t). (1)
The first term is the signal; for concreteness we will focus
on the transverse component of the force (see figure 1),
Fsig =
GNmdmχb
(b2 + v2t2)3/2
. (2)
The noise terms Fnoise = Fth + Fmeas are random vari-
ables. The measurement-added noise Fmeas is a funda-
mental quantum limitation, and depends on the system
observable we probe and how precisely we perform the
readout (see [41] for a review). Meanwhile, the thermal
noise Fth is set by the detector temperature T and the
nature of the thermal bath coupling to the detectors, but
independent of the measurement readout scheme.
Our basic observable is the total impulse delivered to
the detector,
I =
∫ tint/2
−tint/2
dt Fsig(t)→ 2GNmdmχτ/b2 = 2Fτ, (3)
where tint is the integration time for the measure-
ment, F is the average force, and we assume tint 
τ and sufficient incoming velocity to prevent orbit.
The noise is characterized by the variance 〈∆I2〉 =
∫ ∫
dtdt′ 〈Fnoise(t)Fnoise(t′)〉. For stationary noise, this
correlation function is proportional to δ(t− t′). Thus the
noise grows as a square root in time
∆I2 = αtint, (4)
for some constant α, characteristic of Brownian motion.
A continuous measurement integrated over some amount
of time tint therefore serves to average out the noise on a
single detector. We can further improve the situation by
letting a single DM particle interact with N > 1 sensors.
Assuming the noise is not correlated across these, the
standard error decreases like 1/
√
N . Thus, in total, the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is given by
SNR2 = 2F
2
Nτ/α, (5)
taking the measurement integration time tint ≈ τ . It is
critical that the signal here is the entire, correlated track
of moving detectors. A single detector moving is just
noise. This in particular means that our backgrounds
(discussed later) are very different from traditional di-
rect detection experiments. It also means that the signal
includes complete directional information.
Our basic result (5) can be used to estimate the
SNR for any particular detector scheme. Let us assume
that thermal noise is dominant over measurement-added
noise. We will return to this key assumption later. For
detectors mechanically coupled to a support structure
at temperature T , we have αmech = 4mdkBTγ with γ
the detector’s mechanical damping rate [41]. For freely-
falling detectors, we are limited instead by the latent gas
pressure P , which gives αgas = PAd
√
makBT , where Ad
is the cross-sectional area of each detector and ma is the
mass of the gas atoms [42]. Numerically, we thus obtain
the following estimates for the SNR:
SNR2 =
G2Nm
2
χ
v
L
d4
md
kBTγ
≈ 10−1 ×
(
mχ
1 mg
)2(
md
1 mg
)(
1 mm
d
)4 (6)
3FIG. 2. Estimated detected event rate, cut off by demanding 5σ SNR, with various detector configurations. Here we use the
same fiducial parameters as in (6),(7): helium background gas at pressure 10−10 Pa, resonator damping rates γ = 10−6 Hz,
with 109 sensors. Blue curves represent arrays of milligram-scale detectors spaced at either 1 mm or 1 cm, while red curves
represent arrays of gram-scale detectors at either 1 cm or 10 cm spacing. The dotted lines represent how our sensitivity floor
varies as a function of detector temperature. The left column shows detectors arrayed in a cubical lattice as pictured in figure
1. The right column shows detectors in a planar array, one detector thick.
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FIG. 3. Broad classification of DM theory classes according to mass. For masses below ∼ 10−22 eV, the DM wavelength is
too large to fit inside ∼ kpc dwarf galaxies. For masses below ∼ 10 eV, DM must be bosonic; fermionic DM in this mass
range primarily fill shells of phase space that exceed galactic escape velocity. Between the keV-100 TeV range, DM can viably
be in thermal equilibrium with the SM in the early universe. In our detectable mass range, between mGUT ∼ 1016 GeV and
mPl ∼ 1019 GeV, DM must have a nonthermal cosmolgocial history; for trans-Planckian masses, the candidate must also be a
composite state, primordial black hole, or an extended object (e.g a topological defect).
4in the case of detectors mechanically coupled to a support
structure, and
SNR2 =
G2Nm
2
χ
v
L
d4
m2d
PAd
√
makBT
≈ 104 ×
(
mχ
1 mg
)2(
md
1 mg
)2(
1 mm
d
)4
,
(7)
for freely-falling detectors. Here for simplicity we as-
sumed a cubical array of side length L (so that the
number of sensors nearest the DM path is N ∼ L/d)
with L = 1 m, and assumed dilution fridge temper-
atures T = 10 mK, helium ion-pump vacuum pres-
sures P = 10−10 Pa,ma = 4 u, mechanical damping
γ = 10−6 Hz, and typical solid density ρsolid ∼ 10 g/cm3
for the detectors.
The signal-to-noise ratios (6), (7) represent our fun-
damental detection sensitivities. A DM candidate of
mass mχ passing through a detector will be detected
with 5−σ confidence if the detector parameters are such
that SNR ≥ 5. Clearly, detecting a heavier DM candi-
date is easier. On the other hand, the number density of
DM at high mass is low. The observed local DM density
ρχ ≈ 0.3 GeV / cm3 [43] means that, for a detector array
of total cross-section A, the rate of DM passing through
the array is
R =
ρvA
mχ
∼ 50
year
(
mPl
mχ
)(
A
102 m2
)
. (8)
In figure 2, we plot our predicted event rates with a va-
riety of detector geometries. These results suggest that
it would be straightforward to detect DM with masses
around the Planck mass, using an array of 106 − 109
detectors in a meter-scale apparatus. Reaching heavier
masses can be achieved with a sparse, larger array of
detectors; reaching smaller masses is best achieved with
more detectors and lower background temperatures and
pressures.
Reaching thermally-limited detection.–Our optimal
measurement sensitivities (6), (7) were derived assuming
that thermal noise dominates over measurement-added
noise. Measurement noise is an unavoidable limitation
imposed by quantum mechanics itself. The prototypical
example was given by Caves [9], who studied the funda-
mental limits to continuous position sensing of a detector
mass md. Suppose we prepare the detector in a narrow
wavepacket of width ∆x. The mass will then have mo-
mentum uncertainty ∆p ≥ ~/∆x. Performing another
measurement of position a time τ later will thus have
position uncertainty of order ∆x + ~τ/md∆x. Optimiz-
ing this as a function of the initial packet size, we see that
we cannot resolve the position better than the standard
quantum limit (SQL) ∆x2SQL ∼ ~τ/md. Converting this
to an impulse measurement, we have ∆I2SQL = ~md/τ2.
In our case, achieving the SQL would give the ratio of
measurement-added noise to thermal noise as
∆I2meas
∆I2th
=
{
~v2/4kBTγd2, mechanical
~md/PAdd2
√
makBT , free-falling.
(9)
Unfortunately, the measurement-added noise is actu-
ally dominant! For mm, mg scale detectors with res-
onator dampings γ ∼ 10−6 Hz and helium gas pres-
sures ∼ 10−10 Pa at T ∼ 10 mK, we would need
10 log10 ∆Imeas/∆Ith ≈ 50, 100 dB reduction in the
measurement noise, respectively. This is a fundamental
problem for achieving our desired sensitivities.
Fortunately, there are known ways to beat the SQL.
One is to use squeezed input light [9–12]. This method is
based on the different roles of the amplitude and phase
quadratures X,Y of the light used to probe the detec-
tor. In position measurement, the mechanical position
is encoded only in the phase quadrature Y , through the
optomechanical coupling
HOM = gxX. (10)
Here, g ∝ g0
√
P is the optomechanical coupling strength
enhanced by a laser with input power P , and the quadra-
tures are conjugate variables [X,Y ] = i. By squeezing
the input vacuum state of the light fluctuations about
this laser, one can reduce noise in the Y quadrature at
the expense of increasing noise in the X quadrature; since
we are only looking at Y , this allows us to reduce the
measurement-added noise. While in principle there is no
limit to this noise reduction, in practice, this scheme has
been limited to date to about 12 dB of squeezing.
For our purposes, another approach may be the most
fruitful: monitoring of the velocity. Note that our sig-
nal (2) is a highly broadband impulse signal, delivered
on timescales τ much faster than the mechanical scales
in our problem. In particular, the impulse is delivered
so fast that the detector is essentially a free particle over
the course of a given event. Since the velocity operator
commutes with the free particle Hamiltonian, measure-
ment of velocity produces no backaction–it is a quantum
non-demolition measurement [13]. Based on early work
of Braginsky and Khalili [13, 14], we have developed a
protocol which appears capable of achieving the neces-
sary amount of backaction-evasion needed to realize our
thermally-limited estimate, a schematic of which appears
in figure 1. The fundamental limitation here is simply
due to optical losses; in principle, the reduction in noise is
unlimited. The details of this protocol are somewhat in-
tricate, and will appear in a separate publication, but we
note that related approaches from electromechanics [16]
and LIGO [13, 17] have previously been demonstrated.
Concrete realizations.–The most familiar example of a
mechanical resonator involves a suspended mirror, as in
LIGO [8]. The mirror acts as a pendulum of frequency
ωm and forms an end of an optical cavity. The opti-
cal mode is used to readout of the mechanical position.
In our proposed array with many sensors, using optical
light may be difficult; one could instead consider mirrors
5coupled capacitively to an electrical readout system. As
discussed in the text, any such system will run into fun-
damental difficulties stemming from thermal couplings
between the support structure and detectors.
On the other hand, free-falling detectors could be used
to eliminate this thermal coupling. A simple implemen-
tation would be to use falling corner-cube style detec-
tors [44]. A more sophisticated technique would be to
use levitated objects, such as superconducting spheres
or perhaps optically-trapped dielectric nanobeads. Levi-
tated superconductors are world-leading acceleration sen-
sors [45, 46], and trapped nanoparticles have been used
in force sensing applications down to zeptonewton scales
[47, 48]. Over the course of a single measurement run of
time tint ∼ τ . 10−5 s, the trap is turned off, allowing
the particles to fall freely over a distance gt2int/2 which is
negligible compared to the lattice spacing. The thermal
noise is then limited only by latent gas pressure. Pres-
sures as low as 10−12 Pa have been achieved long ago
[49] in an Earth-based laboratory at 4 K; it is possible
that one could go significantly further by moving to a
space-based platform as in the MAQRO experiment [50].
Another, somewhat complementary choice would be
to use atom or other matter-wave interferometry. One
could imagine a 2D array of matter-wave interferometers
with beam arms aligned to the Earth’s local gravitational
field. A passing DM would impart a small phase shift to
the matter-wave, and would further have the possibility
of simply knocking the beam particle off the beam-axis.
For typical atom interferometers, the phase shift is quite
small, although a simple estimate suggests milligram-
scale DM particles at millimeter impact parameter would
produce an observable phase shift in, eg., the MAGIS
100-meter interferometer [51].
Backgrounds.–Unlike traditional direct DM detection
experiments, the signal here does not consist of a single
recoiling object, but rather a correlated track worth of
displaced objects, so the backgrounds we need to consider
are somewhat different. Traditional backgrounds involv-
ing energy depositions into atomic targets (like neutron
capture or photons from cosmic rays) here would sim-
ply amount to a small component of the thermal noise
because they are not correlated across multiple detec-
tors. On the other hand, charged particles like cosmic
muons and alpha particles from environmental radioac-
tivity passing through the detector could mimic the grav-
itational signal, since they can be long-range coupled to
the sensors. However, these backgrounds are fundamen-
tally reducible by edge vetos (in the case of muons), and
could also be distinguished by applied magnetic fields
used to cause the charged trajectories to curve. Fur-
thermore, vibrational noise (from seismic backgrounds,
vibrations in the cooling apparatus, etc.) will need to be
subtracted. This is in principle straightforward because
these long-wavelength fluctuations act on the entire de-
tector array, not only on a track worth of sensors.
Implications for the DM landscape.–Unlike traditional
DM detection techniques, the strategy outlined here of-
fers a definitive test of DM particles with sufficiently
heavy mass. DM candidates above masses near the
Planck scale are presumably not fundamental particles.
Viable options include composite objects like dark nuclei
or dark quark nuggets [23–27, 29–33]), extended objects
like topological defects, or quantum gravity exotica like
primordial black hole remnants [34, 35]. In the most
optimistic scenario, a large-scale version of our proposal
could reach down to feebly-interacting GUT-scale DM
candidates [18–22], which could be fundamental particles
but would require a non-thermal production mechanism.
A confirmed signal would then imply a rich cosmo-
logical history for this sector, which must contain ei-
ther a modified inflationary potential, an early phase of
DM self-assembly, a non-thermal abundance generation
mechanism, or a dark-sector phase transition. At least
one of these mechanisms must be active to realize masses
for the DM in these scenarios. Conversely, a null re-
sult would have far reaching consequences for this class
of models by excluding a broad swath of DM candidate
masses, independently of their other non-gravitational in-
teractions.
Conclusions.– In this letter we have presented a radi-
cally new DM direct detection strategy involving a three-
dimensional meter-scale lattice of high precision force
sensors. Unlike traditional searches for dark matter,
which require appreciable non-gravitational couplings be-
tween dark and visible matter, our technique requires no
additional assumptions about DM beyond its required
gravitational coupling to other particles. A mature real-
ization of this concept, limited only by thermal noise, can
decisively discover or falsify DM particles in the GUT to
trans-Planckian mass range.
Our detector concept leverages the incredible ad-
vances in experimental control over the quantum state
of meso-to-macroscopic mechanical systems, techniques
with many more potential applications to fundamental
and particle physics. Although significant further work
will be required to realize our scheme in detail, the po-
tential payoff–the possibility of a direct DM detection
method with no reliance on non-gravitational coupling–
is certainly worth the effort.
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